The discovery of America, and that of a passage to the East Indies by the Cape of Good
Hope, are the two greatest and most important events recorded in the history of
mankind.
Their consequences have already been very great; but, in the short period of between
two and three centuries which has elapsed since these discoveries were made, it is
impossible that the whole extent of their consequences can have been seen. What
benefits or what misfortunes to mankind may hereafter result from those great events,
no human wisdom can foresee. By uniting, in some measure, the most distant parts of
the world, by enabling them to relieve one another’s wants, to increase one another’s
enjoyments, and to encourage one another’s industry, their general tendency would
seem to be beneficial. To the natives however, both of the East and West Indies, all the
commercial benefits which can have resulted from those events have been sunk and lost
in the dreadful misfortunes which they have occasioned. These misfortunes, however,
seem to have arisen rather from accident than from anything in the nature of those
events themselves. At the particular time when these discoveries were made, the
superiority of force happened to be so great on the side of the Europeans that they
were enabled to commit with impunity every sort of injustice in those remote countries.
Hereafter, perhaps, the natives of those countries may grow stronger, or those of
Europe may grow weaker, and the inhabitants of all the different quarters of the world
may arrive at that equality of courage and force which, by inspiring mutual fear, can
alone overawe the injustice of independent nations into some sort of respect for the
rights of one another. But nothing seems more likely to establish this equality of force
than that mutual communication of knowledge and of all sorts of improvements which
an extensive commerce from all countries to all countries naturally, or rather necessarily,
carries along with it.
In the mean time one of the principal effects of those discoveries has been to raise the
mercantile system to a degree of splendour and glory which it could never otherwise
have attained to. It is the object of that system to enrich a great nation rather by trade
and manufactures than by the improvement and cultivation of land, rather by the
industry of the towns than by that of the country. But, in consequence of those
discoveries, the commercial towns of Europe, instead of being the manufacturers and
carriers for but a very small part of the world (that part of Europe which is washed by
the Atlantic Ocean, and the countries which lie round the Baltic and Mediterranean
seas), have now become the manufacturers for the numerous and thriving cultivators of
America, and the carriers, and in some respects the manufacturers too, for almost all the
different nations of Asia, Africa, and America. Two new worlds have been opened to
their industry, each of them much greater and more extensive than the old one, and the
market of one of them growing still greater and greater every day.

